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Local Tour Report
Double Peak and Olivenhain Tour
Chuck gives a synopsis of this tour in the President’s message
on the next page, and it’s a good synopsis. It’s certainly what
people who do not attend tours believe that they miss. It is, however, not exactly what people who attend think that they’ve just
taken part in. After four or five cars show up, we don’t count.
Sure we notice if people don’t follow the entire trip, and we look
forward to the stops along the way, especially when there is the promise of ice cream sometimes, but when you’re
lucky (this tour I was not) you’re in a Model A. So, it’s not just that you are stopping at scenic spots throughout San
Diego County—you are driving something equally adding to the scenery. And, it’s not just the curves, the sparkling
nickel plate, and the shiny warm paint colors contrasting with black fenders so dark you sink into them like a bucket
into a well, it’s also the pop of the engines, the buzz of the license plate, and the whiz of the belt and the fan.
Folks who didn’t make this tour, do yourself a favor and watch this recently released video on Youtube titled Why
the Ford Model A is the Best American Car Ever Made. Paul Shinn makes a good case, and folks must enjoy the
idea of owning an A someday because the video has had over 100,000 views in just two weeks, and Shinn has
under 4000 subscribers, so that’s all by sharing between people in love with the cars.
Continued on Page 8

Chuck’s Message
The Palomar A's have had three informal tours so far this
year. It's great to get out on the road with up to 10 or so Model
As and a couple of modern cars. Everyone wears a mask when
we are out of our cars and keeps an appropriate distance. Our
last tour was to the Double Peaks Park and then onto the Olivenhain Meeting Hall. John Frazee was able to give a detailed history of the
Meeting Hall. I was the tour leader. This was the first time I was a tour leader. I think I went a little overboard on the maps and directions. I just wanted
everything to go smoothly. It was a short and easy tour and everybody had a
good time except Bruce Howe. He had to drop out early due to "drive train"
problems. This was an instance where the CB radios came in handy. He was
able to communicate with the group that he was ok, but dropping out and going
home. I have looked forward to these tours and would not mind leading another
one. The problem is I don't have any ideas for future tours. The one I thought of
was going south on PCH to Torrey Pines Airport. It's a beautiful drive, but there
are lots of stop lights and stop signs in the little beach cities. It takes a little
more than an hour to make down the coast depending on traffic. If you have a
tour or idea of what the club can do you can let me or David Frazee know and
we can set up an informal tour. This the one place where we can have as club
"event" and gather as a club.
My last subject is the virus and when we will be able to function as a club
with membership meetings and functions. It has become obvious to me that
even if they get a vaccine it is going to be the middle of next year before the
general public gets a vaccine. That is if the testing is any indication of how
things go. So, I am open to any ideas that the club can do besides the informal
tours that we doing.
Stay healthy and let’s get those Model As on the road.
Chuck Grabowsky

MAFCA HAPPENINGS AND CHANGES

Without having meetings of our own, we aren’t given updates from the Southwest Regional Representative to MAFCA, John Frazee, but there is a way for
members to find recent news from the National Club on their own. What you
will have to do is to research creatively —see the article beginning on page 5 to
get a sense of what that is. So visit these sites:
Mafca.com, the club’s website, including the members only area, is the living
academy of all things Model A. You yourself can add to it by asking a technical
question, and if you are up to it, MAFCA is recruiting volunteers to help edit various pages of interest to members. The president writes a monthly update,
there are zoom meeting agendas, and you can follow the minutes to changes in
club policy and additions to the calendar of events.
www.facebook.com/groups/MAFCA is the best site for the social end of
MAFCA, the chatter. On Mafca.com, you can link to the newsletters for the various clubs, but the activity there is sporadic, especially in the quarantine. Jay
McCord does a good job of sparking ideas and getting out the latest news.
www.facebook.com/groups/MARCFordGroup is more tech problem directed.
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Local Tour
Japanese Surrender Day Anniversary Tour
Where: Meet at Palomar Estates Clubhouse .
When: Wednesday, September 2, 2020 at 9:00 am
Cruise Departure Time: 9:30 am
Destinations: Mt. Soledad and The Miramar National Cemetery
I was all prepared to hold a VJ Day tour, thanks to the information I got off of a website collecting info on National Holidays—it was on the internet, so it had to be right,
right?- but it turns out that VJ day was August 15th (the 14th in Washington, DC)
and September 2nd was the day Emperor Hirohito signed the surrender papers on
the deck of the U.S.S. Missouri. History.com says that all three days have been VJ
Day, so, I can excuse it of them, if you can excuse it of me.
The Balboa Park Veterans Museum and Honor Flight San Diego—which honors
WWII and Korean War veterans by flying surviving veterans to visit the memorials in
DC—have both suspended in person events during the pandemic. There was a
commemoration on the U.S.S. Midway on the 15th, held with virtual interviews with
survivors, a live event will take place at the U.S.S. Arizona memorial in Pearl Harbor
(but that’s too far to drive), and on the 23rd, the Padres placed 75 photo placards of
WWII vets in the outfield stands.
Of course the Padres makes me think of Col. Jerry Coleman, who happens to be
buried at Miramar. There and back is under 60 miles—three gallons of gas to commemorate our nations heroes, several of whom were members of our club. I apologize for those I haven’t mentioned or whose photos I was unable to obtain in time for
press. You certainly honored us with your example.

Loren Whitney

Ernie Frazee

Emmett Cilley, Jr.

Harry Anderson

WWII Tidbit
How dangerous was WWII?

Neb Milbourn
Paul Bissonnette
Wayne Wright
Barbara Kruegal’s father, Richard Grenert, and three of her uncles,
Harry, Fred, and Frank
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Fatality rates of:
Civil War Soldiers = 20%, although almost 70% of those
were by disease. 2.5% of entire American population.
Japanese citizens during WWII = 4%
Spanish Influenza = 2.5%
American WWII Soldiers = 0.86% (8.6 in every 1000)
Estimated for Coronavirus = 0.65%
Soldiers in Afghanistan 2003-2009 = 0.34%
Working each year as a Logger = 0.133%
American Drivers each year = 0.0161
Working as a police officer each year = 0.0137%
Skydiving each chance = 0.0006%

Events and Advertisements
SEPTEMBER BIRTHDAYS
John Burrell
Hark Hervey
Kim Wright
Bruce Furbush
Ray Matthews
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SEPTEMBER ANNIVERSARIES
Walter & Carla Hibbard
Jim & Mary Norman
Chris & Christine Fuller
Greg & Cindy Wilson
Dustin & Lisa Larson
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20
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Sep
Sep
Sep
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The special
club logo
masks have
sold out. If we
had ten masks
pre-ordered, I
am open to ordering more
material and
making more masks for the $5, but I’d like to reserve sales to only members who haven’t already purchased a mask. Please Advise:
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SEPTEMBER CALENDAR
2
2

No Club Meeting—Cancelled
75th Anniversary Japanese Surrender Tour
to Mt. Soledad and the Miramar National
Cemetery Meet at Palomar Estates at 9
a.m., depart at 9:30.
12 Santa Maria A’s All Ford Car Show in Old
Town Orcutt
Oct 4 National Cinnamon Roll Day

RESEARCH CREATIVELY
With the end of Board terms for 2020 in sight, and knowing that several position holders have been trying to
step away from their positions with no replacements available, I want to explain what it takes to do my job in a
way that will help members understand what it takes to do well with any volunteer position in the Palomar
Model A Ford Club. It’s not a working knowledge of Robert’s Rules, or of Microsoft Publisher, or of HTML programming. It’s not expert knowledge of the repair and restoration techniques of Model A Fords, or how to sew
or where to buy vintage clothing. Each job begins with curiosity and it’s successful when the board member
puts time into researching creatively.
If you enjoy being pampered by having someone do the work for you, and are happy with any color your decorator paints your house or what shirt your wife chooses for you to wear that day. No moral judgements here.
Some people like owning a Model A restored by someone else, never driving it out of the garage, ready to bequest it in perfect condition to their children someday. I’m going out on a limb and saying that doing so is just
as important to keeping the hobby alive as is restoring the car, maintaining the car, and driving it regularly so
future generations might develop an interest in owning Model A’s versus 1954 corvettes. If, on the other
hand, you enjoy discovering and collecting
new things and showing off to an appreciative audience the great things you’ve found
with style and bravado, then not only would
you be a credit to the Hobby of Model A
Ford Collectors, volunteering for the 2021
Board, even being the Reflector editor, will
certainly interest you. You will enjoy the
research, and love doing so creatively.
Computers, Microsoft Office, Amazon Prime, and car insurance are all discounted if you are a student. Take a
class through OASIS. There’s a historical look on the Mt St. Helens eruption starting September 9th for just
$10. With that, Prime for a year will be $12, not $119, new computers are 10% off, and Office 365 is free. No
doubt, you will also be able to tell folks that the eruption was equal in strength to 25,000 nuclear bombs of the
size that blew up over Hiroshima. Once you’ve got the hardware and software, you’ll have the tools to learn
the ins and outs of your positions. Greg has learned the finer points of banking. Donna has had the chance to
talk to lots of us and find out our birthdays and favorite foods. Jim has sampled food at some of the best North
County restaurants on our behalf. If you think learning things like that would be cool, read on.
My Dad tried to sell me on taking the Reflector editor position saying that I didn’t need to produce any content,
only round up the different parts that other officers created. In a perfect world, I’m sure he would’ve been right,
but no board member can totally “Zombie-Fy” their jobs without forcing some other volunteer to pick up the
slack. As a fun example, It’s true that you can purchase almost every part to a Model A at a single swap meet
and to put a car together in 100 hours. That doesn’t mean the car is going to run, though, or look like a quality
restoration any more than a paint by numbers looks like a work of art. What I’m meaning is that if I just pasted
in content received from board members, sometimes the Reflector would be three pages, sometimes eight
pages, and I doubt people would look forward to reading it. I can’t have Linda create minutes for meetings we
don’t hold, or refuse to post advertisements for car sales because it’s not convenient this month. I can’t just
acquire articles, like car parts in the above example, put them each onto their own page, and think it’s finished
when I run out of contributions.
Since I’m no zombie, I have a finished product in mind and feel responsible for it, for example a ten page
newsletter, and
reaching that goal is
fun in its own way. If
Zombies have existed in Haitian culture since
it doesn’t look like
the 17th century, possibly as an outgrowth of
I’m going to make
the much older Central African belief that the
it,.. well, that’s when
the creative part of
spirit of a small child can take possession of
someone recently dead. One of the first books research becomes
important.
to expose Western culture to the concept of

Zombie Tidbit

the voodoo zombie was The Magic Island
by W. B. Seabrook published in 1929.
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Continued Page 6

Researching Creatively, continued:
You might believe that you shouldn’t volunteer, not due to a lack of imagination or drive, but because of a lack of clerical
skills. Many times I’ve regretted volunteering to adopt children because I did not have a university degree in parenthood,
but that’s why there are so many employed therapists. If that’s your worry, never fear, unlike parenting, each position
has a road map, and if you can follow a road map as a driver, you can do any of the volunteer positions.
If you are put off by the quality of my newsletters, and are afraid that yours
will be disappointing by comparison, don’t be. I had never used Microsoft
Publisher before starting this position. When you open up the program, it will
ask you right off the bat what you want to open to start that project. You don’t
have to start with a blank page, at least I would have rather walked hot coals
than that. So, click on “New” and then just above the search box there is the
choice of searching “Office” and browsing a “Built In” template. If you select
the “Built Ins” and browse down to “Newsletters” there are over 60 attractive
templates for fabulous looking newsletters. Just select custom colors on the
right to start, and then open up a design template and see if it fits your mood.
Once you select one and save it as the January issue, you’re ready to start
filling it in. And with that, you are a design expert!
As a librarian, I found that people believed that they could do the same quality of research as I could with the invention of Google, although, they’d frequently give up. Early on with the internet I found people who wanted to buy
socks would first go to “socks.com” or get photos of horses they’d go to
Easy as following a map
“horses.com” However, when they failed, say they went to
“moon.com” (which sells terrestrial travel guides) or “whitehouse.com” which is a porn site, then, embarrassed, they
would they seek my help. Just thinking, you probably wouldn’t want to search Google images for photos of the “moon”
either; you should try the word “lunar” instead. No, I will not include an illustration, here.
Here are some tips, and you don’t have to be Reflector editor to use them. Start with Google; be willing to change your
search terms and go to the second and third page of results, but also be willing to give up with them. Web designers are
paid to mess with your results to get you to open their site and buy their products rather than find what you want for free.
Google straddles the line of working on their side, if they get a percentage, and working on your side, because if their
results were always bad, you’d use Yahoo! Or Yandex (I’ll be trying Yandex for some photos in the future.
Fee sites don’t come up in the first results). While I’m thinking of photos, sometimes, when I can’t find exactly what I want, I find it within a Youtube video, pause the video and use the snipping tool to cut out the
right photo to use for an illustration. Tips for Google include using quotes to indicate a phrase, an asterisk
in place of a word inside of quotes so it will search for one or several words in between, and two periods
between numbers so it will search for any number within that series, ex. 1927..1931 could pull up someSnipping Tool
thing from 1929. Mafca.com has a Google search box embedded in the top right corner already, but you
could do the same thing for any website or without having to open the club’s site first by adding the terms
“site:www.mafca.com” plus your search terms, and it will only search Mafca.
Long ago it was estimated that the amount of information on the internet was 5000 times greater than one could find
using Google. What can’t be retrieved was, at the time, called The Deep Web. To find those things, you need to think,
“who would own what I want?” rather than “What words would I use to find what I want?” and then you have to think,
“how am I going to find who owns it? And, how am I going to get access to their collection?” If you think the info will be in
a book or newspaper, a library will own that, and a consortium of libraries has gotten together to help you find absolutely
anything like that. You should add, in quotes: “Find in a library” to your search request, it will search their database called
“Worldcat” and within that, you will find links to libraries that own the book or newspaper you are hoping for, and lots of
information about using the owning library as well as contact information for each. Often there is a link to “Ask a Librarian” and you can get live, online help from a professional librarian to access those items you want.
Once you find a deep web site, you should add it to your favorites
since Google won’t remind you. Some of my favorites include:
www.archive.org (used to find the image on the left), https://
cdnc.ucr.edu/ (Calif Digital Newspapers), www.archives.gov (the
National Archives Catalog), www.brattons.com (digitized parts catalog for Model A Fords), and any public library catalog or government website with forms or online hiring or GIS data. California
used to support the Librarian’s Index to the Internet (lii.org) that
allowed you to see our favorite deep web sites, but it was eliminated by the budget axe in 2006—probably saved a whole $10k, too.

Mafca.com from October, 1997
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And phoning or texting a former office holder and asking in person
is always worth a shot if you get stuck. You may not get un-stuck,
but you’ll have someone else to commiserate with you. So,
please seriously consider volunteering for a board position in 2021

Detailing tips for vintage single-stage paint
By Steve Berry in Hemmings Motor News, 2014 (edited for space)
The original single-stage Safari Yellow paint on our 1971 Volvo was 43 years old and had always seemed the most interesting thing about the car. Before listing it for sale I challenged myself to elevate that finish to its fullest potential.
I'd taken care of the paint. The car was almost always garaged, washed and given a bi-annual wax job using paste wax
or cleaner wax. The car would look amazing for 2 weeks and then the finish would begin to dull. I researched detailing
tips that specifically address old single-stage paint and found Mike Phillips' epic multi-part tutorial.
Step 1: The Clay Bar
I've known of clay bars for some time but have never used one. It seemed
intimidating. It turns out it's simple, safe, and effective at removing surface
contaminants.
I washed and dried the car and then, working one panel at a time, sprayed
the paint generously with a lubricant (a kind of spray detailer). I formed a
chunk of clay into a round patty and had it glide over the lubricated paint.
Moving it side to side, it was pretty obvious when there is nothing left for
the clay to remove. Routinely check the clay's surface for contaminants
and simply stretch and fold those back into the clay to expose a clean
working surface. Wipe off the lubricant as you go, and don't drop the clay!
I tried both Meguiar's clay bar kit and also the Body Bar kit available from Gliptone. For the most part it seems that "clay
is clay" but the Gliptone clay was more elastic and easier to fold, though stickier to the touch.
Step 2: Cleaner
If your paint is delicate, I recommend skipping straight to Meguiar's #7
show car glaze as described in step 4 below.
Mine, being deep and rich, I used Meguiar's #2 fine-cut cleaner and applied it by hand with light circular pressure, panel by panel, using a microfiber cloth. In one small area I stepped up to Meguiar's #1 medium cleaner
to work on some deeper spotting, still applying very gentle pressure. I took
great care when working on panel transitions or any edges where the paint
is thin. I also removed the cleaner from the paint surface quickly while it
was still soft and workable. Together, the cleaner and the clay bar create a
smooth, consistent surface for wax to adhere to.
Step 3: Polish
I used a light, halfhearted hand application of Meguiar's Deep Crystal polish. The finish had various chips and scratches
and I chose to focus on the lighter scratches and swirls, considering anything deeper as “war wounds” best left alone.
Step 4: Magic Time: Meguiar's #7 Show Car Glaze soaking
Single-stage paint is permeable, unlike a two-stage clear-coat paint which is effectively sealed. For this reason, oils can
leach out due to the elements over time. According to Mike Phillips' article, Meguiar's #7 Show Car Glaze contains restorative feeder oils which can be drawn into a permeable paint surface via capillary action. I proceeded to apply a generous "wet and heavy" application of the glaze to the paint, soaking a microfiber towel completely in the glaze and rubbing it on with much more pressure than I'd used in previous steps. I left a heavy layer of #7 on the paint to soak for 24
hours.
Afterwards, I could still easily remove the still soft glaze. The results were dramatic. What initially was a pale yellow with
sharp reflections had bloomed into something more complicated with hints of a warmer, more orange-ish yellow emerging.
Step 5: Paste Wax
I looked at some of the boutique waxes available in the market but in the end I used a $20 can
of Gliptone, a professional paste wax recommended by a coworker. I applied two separate coats
of wax with a foam applicator and wiped it off with microfiber towels. The Gliptone wax doesn't
Why does a chicken
quickly dry to a hard haze, which is a nice change. It also smells nice. The wax further deepcoop have two doors?
ened the color and softened the reflections, adding to the impression that the paint has an inner
glow.
Because if it had four
doors it would be a
In the end this 43 year old paint looks amazing. The end result is an odd combination of glowing
chicken sedan.
depth and patina unique to this car. 20 hours well-spent and a fine send-off for an old friend.

Ford Joke
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Double Peak and Olivenhain Tour

It was with a flash and a gleam and a pop and a wiz that club members both met for a moment’s refresher of
happy, pre-pandemic past days at the Palomar Estates Parking Lot, and then departed to explore the steep
backroads of the San Marcos park called Double Peak. You can bet that photos would have been taken of
anyone having to make the grade in low, who then overheated, and was forced to pull over for a rest, but
everyone’s car ran so well, John Frazee claimed not to have even needing to shift down to second.
This was such a steep hill, I hope every amateur Model A Mechanic pats himself on the back, because he
truly deserves one. The view from the top was amazing. Then, after a pleasant drive down to Olivenhain, at
the 125-year-old meeting house, we found some well-deserved shade and a reminder of days long past when
most of what you would have seen from Double Peak would have been cattle land and a few wheat fields. It
is great that the beauty of these two places has been preserved and still remains accessible to us in our cars
to visit with no more of an excuse than the desire to do something together.
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The Great Frame Up
Volume 21 Tighten Down the Engine
34. Assemble four bracket bolts to engine with four nuts and
washers, and tighten. Use socket wrench. Assemble two front
crossmember bolts to engine with two nuts and washers, and
tighten.
35. Tighten six nuts of engine rear support bracket on frame,
with six cotter pins. Use electric socket wrench.
Reading into this, I thought I was going to get an A+ article on
some of the finer points on front and/or back engine mounts.
Why float a motor (FAM) rear mounts are great or awful, and
why the original yoke style front engine mount is preferable than the front FAM style.
There are some restorer’s comments that are anti-FAM, more so against the
front FAMs, than the rear, but the funky thing about it, is that parts distributors
have both replica yoke style and FAM style front mounts, but only FAM style
rear mounts. That would certainly make it seem that it’s been decided that the
authentic rear mounts are not even equal to FAMs.
So, if you are restoring a car and your existing rear motor mounts are split or
rusted through, and you need to purchase new FAM style, then a precaution
and a tip I have read, is that regularly, wear and tear and bad road conditions
can cause a car’s frame to bend. “Some of the early flatheads (and Model B’s)
had floating type motor mounts but they had torque rods that attached to the
rear of the engine to stabilize the drive train. With the floating motor mounts installed in the Model A you don't have the torque rods. The frame will be weakened and will eventually sag at the cowl” (Purdy Swoft ) Then, bent frames and
hardened rubber and loose bolts in a front or rear motor mount can make the
crank and the torque tube out of alignment, causing the car to shudder and reducing the engine’s life span. A really costly result of not replacing the $10 rubInstructional video on installing
ber motor mount pads or even the $80 set of replacement FAMs rear mounts.
So if you use FAM motor mounts, maintain them and pay attention to your car if rear engine mounts.
it begins to shudder at a standard speed.

For Sale

For Sale

1930 Cabriolet, model 68B, restored for touring with a
Borg Warner overdrive, luggage rack and larger radiator,
but it has only driven locally for years. Several beautiful
features like dual side mounts and a 1930 license plate.
Ford script tools included also, asking $20,000 o.b.o call
Jim Gates

1929 Roadster Pickup restored by Frank Kuonen of Klamath Falls, Oregon. It needs a good home with someone
who will love it. It was recently owned by Rocky Kuonen
who passed away on July 23, 2020. A cover and tools are
also included. Asking $15,000 or best offer.
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Suffragette Cookbook
In Honor of the Centennial of the Passage of the 19th Amendment

WATERLILY EGGS
Boil two eggs twenty minutes. Separate
whites from yolks. Put on a plate, one
teaspoon of flour, a piece of butter the size
of a hickory nut, and pepper and salt to
taste. On this plate cut up the whites of the
eggs into small cubes the size of dice, mixing with flour, salt, etc. Have four tablespoonfuls of milk boiling in a saucepan; put
the whites in, and let them cook slowly
while you make two slices of toast. Spread
whites (when flour is thoroughly cooked)
over toast. Break the yolks up slightly and
salt them, and force through a fine strainer
over the whites on top of the toast. Holes in
the strainer should not be larger than
pinheads. Serve hot, at once. A very pretty
dish, and convenient in case of unexpected
company, as bread and eggs are almost
always in the house.
Alice Stone Blackwell
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